Cathryn Lai, VP Products & Strategy
Scientific Games
sggaming.com

This year, we have a lot of Class II products and Class III
intermixed. Class II is such an important part of Indian
gaming, and we wanted to show that we have the ability to take
our Class III content and port it to Class II quickly and
seamlessly. We are also excited to have Monopoly Grand, a
Class II game we are launching on a wide area progressive.
We've heard operators say they would like to have exclusive
content specifically for Class II, and so Monopoly Grand is
a licensed brand unique to Class II and available on our
TwinStar J43 platform. We are really excited about that.
On the Class III side, a top priority is our Wave XL, which
is a beautiful cabinet featuring a stunning, curved, 49-inch
4K-resolution display. It's gorgeous and the game designers have
optimized the artwork and graphics to this beautiful piece of
hardware so well. That is our big unveil from a for sale
perspective. We are launching this with great games like Quick
Hit, Heidi's Bier Haus, Fu Dao Le and Reel Riches.
FAVORITE GAME: I'm really excited about Munchkinland
on our Gamefield 2.0 platform. Many of our players are excited
because it’s such a great nostalgic brand. Munchkinland
features beautiful graphics and many familiar bonuses players
loved from the original Wizard of Oz games, but even bigger
and more heightened.

James Starr, EVP of Sales
VGT
vgt.net
We are really excited about the launch of Buffalo Xtreme
on our new XT cabinet. It's the first single site progressive we're
launching in Class II on our Ovation platform. Following in
a few months, we'll have Timber Wolf Xtreme. Initial
numbers from the launch are really positive, so there is a lot
of excitement there. We're also showing some of our legacy
mechanical reel products. We're moving our PBR Wide Area
Progressive brand over to our Super Hits Jackpot WAP with
those new titles coming out in June. We also have some new games
coming up on both 5-reel and 3-reel mechanical. Our coin

collection feature is very popular on the video side, and now
we're moving it over to the mechanical reel side.
We've launched three new cabinets in Class II in the last
year and a half along with 80 titles and content. We're really
bringing the variety that the operators have always asked for
into the portfolio, both in content and hardware.
FAVORITE GAME: I'm really looking forward to the launch
of Timber Wolf Xtreme, one of my favorite games on the video
side. That will be coming in the next few months.

Rusty Morin, Chief Financial Officer
Video King
videokingnetwork.com

We are continuing to introduce new game content on our
tablets, specifically for Indian Country. And we continue to
have game content providers approach us to allow their games
on our tablets. One of our new product features that we are
excited about is an 80/20-split screen view so players can enjoy
live-session bingo and Class II slot or video poker games at the
same time. We now have three video poker games and four slot
games that can be viewed and played at the same time as
live-session video. We also have a new kiosk that will sell player
accounts for the devices. This standalone kiosk allows players
to put cash in, get an account, and register the dollars that they
put into the kiosk onto a device.
FAVORITE GAME: My favorite would be the four new
games that we've just introduced in our PowerPlay suite of
games. These are really exciting and play in conjunction with
one another. ®
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